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Abstract. This paper presents a novel approach for advanced person-
alized care and health services. It consists of four tiers and presents a
high level of openness, privacy and manageability compared to exist-
ing systems. Moreover, the architecture is driven by realistic underlying
business opportunities and is validated through the design of multiple
scenarios.

1 Introduction

The average age of individuals is increasing significantly. Homes for the elderly
are overcrowded and the government has trouble with financing the increasing
costs and distributing the work load in those institutions. Moreover, studies
show that elderly people are often reluctant to leave their houses. They prefer to
stay at home as long as possible. Therefore, many European research initiatives
have been bootstrapped in the past decade resulting in systems to monitor and
assist the elderly remotely. A first flavor focuses on the development of moni-
toring technologies. For instance, body area networks consist of a set of wireless
nodes that monitor health parameters of elderly. Examples are heartbeat and
blood pressure sensors, fall detectors, etc. Also, systems can be installed in the
patient’s house to control access to his medical cabinet, to encourage him to
physical practice, etc. A second flavor focuses on remote health or care services.
Many existing architectures consist of three tiers: a set of sensors that generate
sensor values, a base station that collects and eventually filters the data, and a
care center that takes health related decisions and offers health services based
on the received inputs. However, very high trust is required in care centers as
they receive and store a lot of sensitive medical information about their users.
Hence, care centers are often controlled by the government and lack openness.
They typically offer a limited and fixed set of services based on sensor data. For
instance, a fall detection camera can trigger an alert in the care center. However,
the same camera could also be used for remote care services such as preserving
social contacts, remote checks by doctors, etc. Hence, current approaches are
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not user centric and the full potential of home monitoring equipment is not ex-
ploited. Moreover, they put up a barrier to the entrance of commercial service
providers in the eHealth domain.

This paper presents a novel approach for advanced personalized care and
health services based on both remote user input and sensor data. The key contri-
bution is that our architecture - which consists of four tiers - presents a high level
of openness, privacy and manageability. Moreover, we show that our approach
is driven by realistic underlying business opportunities. It allows commercial
service providers to penetrate in the eHealth domain.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 points to related work.
The general approach is described in section 3. Section 4 focuses on architectural
details. Section 5 evaluates the strengths and weaknesses of the current archi-
tecture and validates our approach through the development of three scenarios.
This paper ends with general conclusions.

2 Related Work

Many research initiatives have been bootstrapped during the last decades in the
domain of remote health monitoring. Many research only covers a subproblem
and results are typically applied in a three tier architecture which consists of
a set of sensors, a base station and a health center. At the sensor side, wire-
less sensor network protocols are embedded in health sensors. Many practical
case studies mainly target to guarantee a minimal level of reliability and perfor-
mance. For instance, [5] proposes a remote system for health care that consists of
heterogeneous wireless sensors. The system applies an optimized IDL to enable
communication between low resource platforms. In [9], the authors propose to
use a wireless Personal Area Network (PAN) of intelligent sensors as a medi-
cal monitoring system architecture. The network is organized hierarchically and
individual sensors monitor specific physiological signals (such as EEG, ECG,
GSR,etc.). [15] describes a monitoring system for the elderly that provides alarm
functionality. It consists of a wrist device detecting user indicated alarms.

Other research focuses on the development of gateways between sensors (or
sensor networks) and a service provider. For instance, MobiCare [4] implements
a body sensor network manager (BSNM) on a mobile client. Its major task con-
sists of aggregating data from sensors and forwarding them to a health center
or another predefined service provider. [12] describes a home server that offers
services as OSGi bundles. This approach centralizes data processing and service
provisioning in the home server. A similar architecture is applied for patient
rehabilitation [8] and emergency situations [16]. Those solutions often lack flex-
ibility and reliability. It is difficult to ensure a service level if the base station
crashes or if a service provider is not available. TeleCARE [3] is a more flexible
agent-based approach for building virtual communities around elderly people.
Agents migrate to the sensors and base station to offer services. The authors
claim that security and privacy are important concerns but these are not really
tackled in the approach.
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In other architectures, many tasks are performed at the care center. For in-
stance, in [10], coordination, data analysis and service provisioning are performed
at a central monitoring station. Hence, the user has no substantial control over
the services that are deployed and over the information that is released to the
care center. Therefore, very high trust is required in those care centers. [14]
proposes an architecture for secure central storage of electronic health records
(EHRs). The data are pseudonymized. Many research initiatives focus on privacy
friendly storage of data. Our architecture does not explicitly focus on EHR stor-
age. It merely focuses on enabling services based on technical means installed in
the home environment of elderly people. However, anonymous storage technolo-
gies like [6][7] can be foreseen in our platform. Another research flavor that is
complementary with our contribution are interoperability initiatives. [11] shows
the possibility of interoperability between two standards, namely HL7 and IEEE
1451. HL7 is a messaging standard for exchanging medical information. IEEE
1451 deals with various aspects of sensors, the format of data sheets and how to
connect and disconnect the sensors from a system. This work is complementary
to our research. These standards can be used to exchange information between
entities in our architecture.

Multiple European initiatives also focus on remote eHealth provisioning. ep-
SOS [1] is European project for patient summary and electronic prescription
that interconnect national solutions. It develops an eHealth framework and ICT
infrastructure that enables secure access to patient’s health data. In contrast
to this project, our approach is more oriented towards health and care services.
MobiHealth [13] develops an architecture for patient monitoring. The framework
consists consist of a Body Area Network (BAN) with sensors that collect data
from a patient. Data is sent along with video and audio via a cellular network
(2.5G and 3G technology) to a healthcare center. This raises major privacy con-
cerns. BraveHealth [2] proposes a patient centric vision to CVD management
and treatment, providing people already diagnosed as subjects at risk with a
sound solution for continuous and remote monitoring and real time prevention
of malignant events.

3 General Approach

Flexibility and reliability are key concerns of our architecture. To increase flex-
ibility and reliability compared to existing systems, our architecture introduces
a dispatch center as an essential component. The dispatch center mediates be-
tween the infrastructure installed at the elderly’s homes (i.e. a base station and
sensors/actuators) and at the service providers, and closes contracts with them.
A contract between a patient and a dispatch center defines a set of services that
can be consumed by the patient at a (recurrent) fee. Some services are handled
by the dispatch center. For instance, the dispatch center detects and handles
failures in the user’s base station. Other services are forwarded to external ser-
vice providers. The dispatch center therefore closes contracts with companies.
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For instance, the former can negotiate and fix contracts with multiple catering
companies. They are responsible for delivering food to elderly people that regis-
tered for that service. Similarly, the dispatch center collaborates with hospitals.
An emergency call sent out by a base station is forwarded by the dispatch center
to a hospital that can handle the call.

Privacy is another major concern in our approach. This is realized by a clear
separation of duties. The dispatch center is responsible for discovering and as-
signing service providers upon a user’s request. However, registered users can
submit service requests anonymously (if they paid for that particular service).
Hence, the dispatch center does not know which user requested a particular
service at a given time (and cannot even link multiple anonymous requests of
the same individual). The base station only sends minimal information that is
required to select an acceptable service provider. For instance, when an elderly
person wants to use a catering service, he passes his city (or region) to the
dispatch center. Based on that information, the dispatch center can contact a
nearby catering provider. Similarly, if the patient wants to be remotely consulted
by a specialist, he only needs to submit the type of specialist he wants to the
dispatch center. When closing a contract with an individual, the dispatch center
defines what personal information is required for selecting an acceptable service
provider. Moreover, the patient can optionally release personal preferences. For
instance, he may submit a set of unwanted specialists together with a remote
consultation request.

Multiple mechanisms are foreseen to control access to personal attributes.
First, the user can define personal privacy preferences in his base station. If
a dispatch center or service provider requests sensitive information, the user’s
consent is required (except in case of an emergency). Second, the dispatch center
issues a certificate to each service provider he relies on. It contains the set of in-
formation that the user’s base station may release for that service. For instance,
a general practitioner may inspect values generated by body sensors during a re-
mote consultation while a catering provider can only request the user’s address.
The dispatch center can also intervene in case of disputes. For instance, a user
can argue that the service provider does not meet a predefined service level. To
solve disputes, the dispatch center stores the contracts he has made with users
and service providers. Moreover, base stations and service providers can store a
secure anonymous backup of evidence at the dispatch center.

It is also clear that this approach presents a higher degree of openness than
existing three tier solutions. The base station does not need to be updated if new
service providers (f.i. catering providers, cardiologists, etc.) are connected to the
dispatch center. Similarly, the dispatch center does not need to know if new
sensors or actuators are installed in the user’s house. Moreover, our approach is
holistic in the sense that both occasional health and recurrent care services can be
supported. Finally, strong privacy guarantees imply that commercial companies
can enter the eHealth domain. The dispatch center is mainly involved in discovery
and coordination. Hence, sensitive personal information is hidden from them.
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4 Architectural Details

This section gives an overview of major actions in the system. It shows that the
architecture presents a high degree of flexibility and openness to support new
elderly users and service providers. Figure 1 depicts the registration and service
consumption actions.

Fig. 1. Registration action and service consumption action

Registration. Both elderly people and service providers need to enroll with the
dispatch center. The service provider defines the types of services it can offer and
defines constraints on the services. Examples are capacity and region constraints.
For instance, a catering service can offer up to 500 meals a day within one or
more regions. Moreover, it defines the set of attributes that are required from the
elderly to fulfill the service request. These refer to personal information that need
to be released by the elderly. For instance, catering services need to know the
user’s address and diet constraints. Similarly, an emergency team needs to know
the user’s address and a (temporary) code to enter the house. The negotiation
results in a contract between the dispatch center and the service provider. At
this phase, the service provider receives a certificate that contains – besides
service-specific information – a set of personal information the service provider
is entitled to request from the user. Different types of contracts are possible.
Either the service provider pays a fee to the dispatch center each time a service
request is handled, or vice versa. The former implies that the patient pays to
the service provider. The latter results in a payment between the user and the
dispatch center.

Similarly, users enter a contract with the dispatch center and receive a base
station at registration. The contract defines a set of services that can be re-
quested from the dispatch center. Some services are handled by the dispatch
center itself. A typical example is failure detection of base stations and support
to fix failures within an agreed upon time. The dispatch center acts as mediator
for other services. The contract defines (a) the data that must be released to the
dispatch center to select an appropriate service provider and (b) the data that
must be released to the service provider. During enrollment, the user receives an
anonymous credential with capabilities to consume the requested services.
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Service Consumption. The user’s base station keeps track of a set of events
that can trigger a service request. Multiple simultaneous requests are handled in
priority order. Both (aberrant) sensor data and user input can lead to a service
request. For instance, if a heart beat rate threshold value is exceeded an alert
is initiated. A user can also input a set of dates at which he wants to receive
meals from a catering provider. It is clear that the former request will have a
higher priority. The base station first sets up an anonymous connection to the
dispatch center. It uses the anonymous credential to prove that it has the right
to consume the service and releases the personal information that is required
to allow for an acceptable service provider. The dispatch center establishes a
secure and mutually authenticated channel with an acceptable service provider
and returns the server certificate to the base station. Moreover, it generates
a secure random R that is sent to the service provider and the base station.
Next, the base station establishes a mutually authenticated anonymous channel
with the service provider. Both entities prove to have knowledge of R. The base
station further needs to prove the elderly person’s identity and/or release a set
of information required to consume the service. Moreover, it can provide access
to a set of sensors and/or actuators that are bound to the base station.

Logging and Dispute Handling. Users can log both history (such as values
generated by sensors) and evidence of interactions with service providers at the
dispatch center. Central logging increases reliability. Moreover, the storage com-
ponent allows users to store encrypted data that can be disclosed conditionally
by third parties. For instance, values generated by sensors can be consulted by
doctors while evidence can be decrypted by juridical instances to solve disputes.

5 Evaluation and Validation

The proposed architecture meets the privacy requirements of many users. Ser-
vice requests initiated by the same user remain anonymous and even unlinkable
towards the dispatch center. At communication level, anonymous channels are
used. At application level, anonymous credentials are used to access services.
Moreover, the user only releases the minimal information necessary to consume
the service. This implies that users can even remain anonymous (or pseudony-
mous) for some services. For instance, an external health center can continuously
analyze data generated by sensors. The sensor data can be sent by the base sta-
tion over an anonymous channel. However, to increase the business potential of
our approach, multiple payment schemes must be supported. Either the user can
(pre-)pay for a set of services to the dispatch center or pay per service request
to the dispatch center or service provider. The strategies can also be combined.
For instance, a user can pay a monthly fee to the dispatch center for a service
package. Possibly, an additional fee must be paid per emergency request to the
dispatch center and to the involved entities (e.g. general practitioner, hospital).
Therefore, anonymous payment methods must be supported.

For the validation, three services are prototyped in the first iteration. They
They show that a wide variety of services can be supported by the architecture.
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The sensor functionality is implemented on SUNSPOT sensors. A Java Virtual
Machine runs on the sensors. A middleware layer is implemented to support
more advanced communication between the sensors and the base station. The
communication middleware consists – amongst others – of a security component
to enable secure communication. The Bouncy Castle crypto libraries are instan-
tiated on the SUNSPOT sensors for that purpose. Two sensors are currently
configured, namely (1) a fall detection sensor that uses the built-in accelerom-
eter and (2) a sensor that contains buttons to initiate an alert (or emergency)
procedure. Moreover, the base station can switch on a video camera and forward
video streams to a general practitioner if certain conditions are fulfilled. Finally,
the patient can communicate with service providers using a terminal.

Three types of services are currently implemented, namely (1) daily care pro-
visioning services, (2) infrequent health provisioning and (3) statistical analysis.
We only give a short of overview of each of these services due to space limi-
tations. Daily care provisioning services are related to tasks for which elderly
people need support. Examples are washing, cleaning the house, cooking meals,
etc. The patient uses his terminal to specify one-time or recurrent tasks. In that
scenario, the dispatch center discovers appropriate service providers based on
the user’s preferences. The patient only proves that he may request the service
while remaining anonymous towards the dispatch center. Moreover, the dispatch
center cannot link multiple service requests to the same individual. The second
scenario initiates an alert (or emergency procedure) if a fall is detected. The pa-
tient can cancel the procedure by pushing the right sensor button. Otherwise, a
remote health care provider can switch on the user’s camera and take appropri-
ate steps. In the third scenario, researchers can retrieve anonymized data from
the base station to enable statistical analysis. The owner of a base station can
configure which data he is willing to release. He may get discount vouchers for
some services if he enables that service.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents an architecture for advanced home care provisioning. Privacy,
security and openness were key properties during the design phase. Moreover, the
architecture enables commercial entities to enter the eHealth domain. In the first
iteration, three services with alternative security and privacy requirements have
been developed. Future work will evolve in many directions. First, more advanced
scenarios will be designed and included. Second, advanced payment and contract-
ing schemes will be added. A final challenge targets the compatibility with the
Belgian eHealth platform. It gives access to medical records (mainly stored by
non-commercial health providers). Commercial service providers can benefit of
controlled release of such data to increase the quality of service.
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